
“A WebDAV View of a CMS system” - Extended Abstract

This work explores the possibilities and effects of representing data
from a relational-style database in a hierarchical filesystem format.

The most common means of storage and access to bulk data
is  by  using  relational  databases  (usually  by  way  of  the  SQL
language). Such data is organized in records (rows) containing a
fixed number of columns. User interfaces are then created (either
regular graphical applications, web based applications, etc.)  that
represent those records in a way that is meaningful and hopefully
easy to manipulate. For most of applications, the yet  uncontested
optimal way of reading and editing data is to present it as a table
containing  summary  information  (few  most  important  columns)
from records and to provide a command (or option) to focus on a
single record and present its  entire data (e.g. to “drill-down” to
most of the information) in a form – the most prominent of these
applications  are  scientific  and  finance  data.  On  the  other  hand
there are applications where such ways of data representations are
clumsy and counter-intuitive, mostly those that deal in publishing
significant quantities of textual data in form of articles or books.
One example of such application, and the focus of this work, is a
Web Content Management System (CMS).

It's  well  known that  the  users  are  more  familiar  with  the
systems they  deal  with on daily  basis.  One such example is  the
filesystem – a hierarchical ordering of data into folders and files. A
common view of such organization, implemented in most computer
operating systems (including, for example, Microsoft Windows and
various  GUI  shells  for  Unix-like  systems)  is  in  a  graphical  tree
structure  where  folders  are  represented  by  nodes  and  files  by
leaves.  This  representation  is  nowadays  so  common  that  users
require  little  to  no  training  when  switching  between  operating
systems that implement them. It is natural, then, to leverage this
familiarity when introducing users to new and unknown systems. 

In  a  CMS  which  is  content-oriented  (contrasted  to  those
which are interaction-oriented, like forums) there is a need for easy
manipulation of large number of textual data (possibly interspersed
with images) by a large number of users. Most of such users are
not expert users of the CMS system and, probably, creating web
content is not their primary function. Those users require simple
interfaces  and familiar  tools  to publish  their  data  and return to
their daily tasks. 

A  natural  way  of  representing  textual  data  in  an  already
hierarchical  system  (like  the  URI  scheme  for  referencing  web
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resources) is a filesystem.  An easy and standard way for setting up
filesystems by  the  means  of  the  WebDAV  (Web  Distributed
Authoring and Versioning) protocol.

In  majority  of  cases,  users  are familiar  with the  Microsoft
Windows operating  system  and  office productivity  applications
such  as  Microsoft  Office from  which  the  most  frequently  used
component is the Microsoft Word text processor. Windows Explorer
and  all MS  Office applications  can  natively  access  WebDAV
resources.

The result of this work is a WebDAV server application that is
the interface between data stored in a relational database and its
filesystem-like representation. It's written in Python programming
language and one of its goals is to be highly extensible with various
types  of  resources.  Since  one  page  (a  resource  identified  by  a
unique  URI)  can  be  composed  of  several  types  of  data  (text,
images, documents and assorted data intended for download), each
page is in fact represented by a folder in the filesystem and each
data type as its subfolder. Individual data items are represented as
files  inside  the  data-type  subfolders. This  property  allows  easy
browsing and editing of  data items through any application that
can communicate using the WebDAV protocol. Since the WebDAV
server operates on live database data, all changes are immediately
visible via the CMS' primary interface. HTTP authentication, and
optionally HTTPS protocol can be used to authenticate and secure
user  data.  On  data  transfer  to  and  from  the  server,  optional
filtering and adaptation of the content is performed, for example to
fix  links  and  references  to  images  as  viewed  from  the  side  of
WebDAV namespace and web server namespace.

It is hoped that this work will help in frequent usage of the
CMS application and introduce it to a wider audience of users.
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